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CIVILIAN DEFENSE? There's no such animal. If adequately undertaken, Civilian Defense
is prohibitively costly and probably futile. Here are some facts :

All thought of urban evacuation has been abandoned, although CD community official s
still go through the motions. Tith realistic warning schedules reduced to minutes b y
the missiles roe being perfected, there would be no time to evacuate even the smalle r
cities . Then there is tho certain threat of deadly radiation over considerable areas
which cancels all concepts of evacuation . The latest proposals--deep undergroun d
shelters in cities and suburbs -- also offer little in the face of radiation unless ma n
begins to consider himself an underground animal. The early warnings of the atomic
scientists that there is no defense against atomic war except to prevent war were ig -
nored for over a decade but are being inexorably fulfilled . Our national security now
requires an awakened and articulate public far more than any new weapon or quantitie s
of weapons.

BRITAIN ENDING The British Government on April 4 announced the end of conscription ,
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cuts in air and sea operations, and reliance hereafter on nuclear
weapons .

Conscription is to be abolished by the end of 1960 . "Manpower released by this
measure," said the April 5 New York Times, "and by reductions in the defense estab-
lishment and production, is expected to improve the competitive position of British
industry." The British government stated : "Britain's influence i_i the world depend s
first and foremost on the health of her internal economy and the success of her export
trade . . . Over the last five years defense has on an average absorbed 10 per cent o f
Britain's gross national product . Some 7 per cent of the working population are either
in the services or supporting them . One eighth of the output of the metal-using in-
dustries upon rhich the export trade so largely depends is devoted to defense . An
undue proportion of qualified scientists and engineers are engaged on military work . "

On nuclear power the British said : "It must be frankly recognized that there i s
at present no means of providing adequate protection for the people of this country
against the consequences of an attack with nuclear weapons. Though in the event of
mar, the fighter aircraft of the Royal Air Force would unquestionably be able to take
a heavy toll of enemy bombers, a proportion ^ould inevitably get through . Even if i t
were only a dozen, they could with megaton bombs inflict widespread devastation.

"This makes it more than ever clear that the overriding consideration in all mi l-
itary planning must be to prevent war rather than to prepare for it . "
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Civil defense plans so far provide for the establishment of military rul e
MiL? 2ARY? over the entire country on the instant of atomic attack . However the

American Bar Association has declared that civilians rather than soldier s
should rule this country under all circumstances-- especially after an atomicattack .

Tho ABA's special committee on ti-'is question submitted recommendations which ril l
be presented in Congress, requesting changes in civil defense laws . The committee
states, "It is not the task of the armed forces to rule this democratic country Zande r
any circumstances. The task of the military should be given entirely to military
missions and problems. Nor is martial law a solution . It is at best a form of au-
thority and organization that can rapidly be invoked if necessary . . . Military auiihor-
ity should not supersede civilian authority . "

EXCHANGE STUDENTS A California college is arranging for an exchange student program
with Negre colleges in the South. Claremont ven t s College i s

exchanging students with "_'orohouse College, a Negro men's college in Atlanta, Ga .
Travel expanses will be paid by student council funds and voluntary contributions fro m
the student organization . Each boy will replace his counterpart in dormitory, in clas s
work and campus life, with bills paid as if he were still following through on h ig
regular curriculum. Thus the only extra expense will be travel and incidental spendin g
money. Other campuses are discussing tho idea, with strong pressure arising -- pro
and con -- from fraternity organizations and educational groups in the South .

BUSINESS EXCHANGE Another remarkable and enriching "exchange of friendship" has

been inaugurated by International Rotary . An American and a

Swedish businessman and their families traded jobs and homes for "a wonderful year . "
For a whole year a businessman from Jamestown, N. Y . and a businessman from Gotegorg ,
Sweden, swamped homes, friends, schools, Pets, languages -- everything but their wive s

and children: It turned out to be one of the most hardheaded and gay-hearted adven-
tures in international living ever tried, reports International Rotary . Both familie s
were in the laundry and drycleaning business and both left ample instructions for th e
other, with interpreters ready to help while languages were being perfected. Thus ,

both families shared and learned of life both in America and Scandinavia . Plans are
being made for similar exchanges with other countries in the future . Churches, neigh•

hors and business associates helped in making the experiment a success .

At the UN Now entering its eleventh year, the UN Children's Fund estimates that th e
total of mothers and children in underdeveloped areas of the world who

have received UNICEF aid in 1956 is 37,000,000 .



THINGS TO KNOW Howbig isGhana? 91,843 square miles, inhabited by 4,548,000
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people, almost all of whom are Africans .

What's it like? A coastal plain in the south, changing to dens e
tropical forest in the central region, Ashanti, and to savanna in the Northern Terri -
tories .

How's the weather? Hot, but not uncomfortable . Mean yearly rainfal l
is 28 .5 inches in Accra, 58 .6 inches in Kumasi . The approximate yearly temperature
range in both places is from 70° in August to 85° in March; mean relative humidity is
about 70 . There are two rainy seasons, March to June and September to November .

Whatgrowsin Ghana? , Cocoa (two thirds of the world supply), millet ,
corn, yams, cassava, peanuts, rice, timber .

What's underground? Gold, manganese, bauxite, diamonds, perhaps oil .

What do Ghanians make? Not much of commercial value at the moment ,
but when the $450,000,006 Volta River Aluminum Project is completed (probably aroun d
1965), Ghana will produce, with aid of the world's largest artificial lake and a dam
larger than Boulder, 210,000 tons of aluminum a year .

Health and Education : In 1954, the Gold Coast and British Togoland
had 61 hospitals, 178 doctors, 4,137 primary and 50 secondary schools attended b y
517,644 pupils, one University, the University College of the Gold Coast,and one tech-
nical College, the Kumasi College of Technology .

A DOUBTFUL Thanks to that current national hero, the mosquito, (vector of the para .-
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sites which infected so many alien intruders with malaria and yello w
f ever) the white man never made the Gold Coast his home . He was always

a bird of passage, here today and (if he could afford it) gone tomorrow, And so th e
growing zeal of the Gold Coasters to attain independence never had to cope with th e
stubborn opposition of a settled European community, alarmed at the prospect of being
driven from their farmlands or their fine houses and so robbed of the hard-earned
fruits of their pioneering enterprise. It has been suggested from time to time, b y
the more jubilant adherents of the Gold Coast nationalist movement, that the mosquito
should be given a place of honor in the center of the new flag of Ghana . The villain
does not deserve this accolade . If he deterred the white man, he also debilitated th e
African. He is a public enemy rho must if possible be extirpated, although by acciden t
he conferred one blessing among his scattering of pain and tribulation .

SOUTH AFRICA Strong efforts are being made by the Stri jdom administration to bar tele-
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vision from South Africa . Attacked as an agent of ' angl ici sati on' and
of 'cosmopolitanism' TV, says the South African Government, would be bad

for public morals . It would also jeopardize the enforcement of cultural isolatio n
upon the Africans . Those rho wish to see television introduced, however, suggest tha t
a $30 license fee be charged in order to prevent the vast majority of Africans from
gaining access to it . The only African country to have a regular television servic e
at this time is Morocco, where there are 5,000 receivers .

SPEAK FOR
YOURSELF, JOAN DOE Henry J . Cadbury has a good answer for that one . It is part of - a

recent speech reprinted as a Q .I .A .R. report Feb . 27 . "We are
often reminded of the argument that there are certain people," he says "that under -
stand nothing but force ." Henry Cadbury comments : "That must have been said as early
as Cain and Abel . It sounds pretty faulty as a human method of justifying one' s
hehavior. I always reflect to myself that the person saying that has very limited
linguistic facilities himself . What he is really saying is that the only languag e
that I know that those people will understand is force ." The answer is to "educate in
methods and techniques the person who makes that kind of remark . "
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